To: Caesar Rodney Community

From: Dr. Kevin Fitzgerald, Superintendent

Date: March 31, 2021

School Board Work Session Review

• The District remains at 92% rate of attendance.
• We are reconstituting our re-opening and instructional committees as we make plans for the 2021-22 school year. We hope to have tentative plans to the Board by the first week in May.
• We are still on hold with the state assessment – however since we have not received any good news we are planning to do begin the Smarter testing at the end of April – we are working on parameters – unlike other years there is no District/school or teacher accountability tied to this year’s test scores - the purpose will only be used to measure student progress.
• A copy of the PowerPoint presentation made regarding the 2021-2022 plans for the new David Robinson Elementary School can be found on the website: [https://bit.ly/3dg30nq](https://bit.ly/3dg30nq)
• A reminder March 31st is the end of the 3rd marking period and April 1st will be an in service day – we will then move into Spring break and return on April 12th to in-person and hybrid learning.

COVID-19 Updates

• The current COVID numbers are holding steady. We currently have 8 staff members out due to quarantine or infection and student numbers remain in line with the range of the State Dashboard, which does not indicate a number when below 11.
• The high school will remains a testing site every Wednesday – no prior registration is needed!

Miscellaneous

“WHERE EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE IS A TRADITION”